ABSTRACT Different from traditional multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAS), multi-objective cooperative co-evolutionary algorithms (MOCCEAs) divide the decision variables into several subproblems to optimize. Solutions of each subproblem are evaluated by complete solutions formed through combining representative solutions from all subproblems. Therefore, the combination of representative solutions is a key issue in MOCCEAs. To improve the capability of MOCCEAs to complex multiobjective optimization problems, we propose a non-dominated sorting cooperative co-evolutionary differential evolution algorithm (NSCCDE). The proposed NSCCDE uses an external archive for storing complete solutions to establish a new collaboration mechanism, which forms a complete solution by combining collaborators from each subpopulation as well as from the external archive. On the one hand, the external archive is updated continuously through non-dominated sorting of complete solutions, which is conducive to speeding up the convergence. On the other hand, the external archive evolves itself through spatial dispersal and mutation operation to increase the diversity. The performance of proposed NSCCDE is then evaluated on a suite of satellite module layout optimization problem. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms NSCCGA and NSGA-II.
I. INTRODUCTION
The layout optimization problems are to place a given set of instruments or devices into a particular three-dimensional space while satisfying the non-interference or performance constraints [1] . Layout optimization is widely used in realworld, and it is considered to be NP-hard. Satellite module layout is a typical layout optimization problem, which is not only a complex coupled system design problem but also a multi-objective optimization problem [2] . Multi-objective layout optimization of satellite module generally has hundreds of decision variables, which contrast with traditional multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) whose performance is typically assessed using benchmark problems with a relatively small number of decision variables (regularly, no more than 30) [3] .
Research on multi-objective layout optimization of satellite module began in the 20th centuries and was divided into two categories. The first method is to convert it to single-objective optimization problems by a weighted method [4] , [5] . Over the past decade, cooperative co-evolution framework (CCEAs) [6] is widely used for solving these problems in this way [7] - [11] . Most cooperative co-evolution algorithms using the weighted method can only obtain an optimal solution. The second method is to use multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) directly solve multi-objective layout optimization of satellite module to obtain the Pareto optimal solutions. Cuco et al. [12] used NSGA-II [13] solve a Brazilian multi-mission satellite platform layout problem including 27 components, and obtained the Pareto optimal solutions. However, it is hard to be directly solved by multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (such as NSGA-II) with the increasing number of components. This paper focuses on the second method and studies a class of multi-objective cooperative co-evolutionary algorithms (MOCCEAs) for large scale multi-objective layout optimization. Different from the traditional multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, MOCCEAs divide the decision variables into several subproblems. Then, each subproblem optimizes only one subcomponent of the complete problem. A solution in the current subproblem is evaluated by combining with the representative solutions of the other subproblems to form a complete solution. The representative solution is generally the optimal solution in the previous generation of each subproblem.
Since Keerativuttitumrong et al. [14] proposed the first multi-objective co-evolutionary genetic algorithm, the study of MOCCEAs has made significant progress, but it is still in the development stage. Tan et al. [15] proposed a multiobjective cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm (MOCCA), which was an integrated cooperative co-evolution framework and MOGA [16] . Iorio and Li [17] proposed a non-dominated sorting cooperative co-evolutionary genetic algorithm (NSCCGA), which was an integrated cooperative co-evolution framework and NSGA-II. MOCCA and NSCCGA are considered to be representative work of MOCCEAs. Then, Tan et al. [18] proposed a distributed cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm (DMOCCGA) and Zhao et al. [19] proposed an improved co-operative co-evolutionary algorithm (MOCCA-II) based on MOCCA. Fard et al. [20] used grid-based niche technology to improve the diversity of the population and proposed a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm based on a cooperative grid (GBCCGA). Dorronsoro et al. [21] proposed a parallel, multi-threaded implementation of the co-evolutionary algorithms, which used three multi-objective optimization algorithms (NSGA-II, SPEA2, and MOCell), respectively, which solved a robust scheduling problem of independent tasks. There exist even more examples of the MOCCEAs [3] , [22] - [24] , but there are no MOCCEAs for layout optimization problems as far as I know.
The main aim of this paper is to propose an improved multiobjective cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm to solve large scale layout optimization problems of satellite module. This article is organized as follows. Section II presents our non-dominated sorting cooperative co-evolutionary differential evolution algorithm. The multi-objective layout optimization problem of satellite module is described in Section III. The results of all the considered algorithms are analyzed and discussed in Section IV. Finally, our work and prospects are concluded in Section V.
II. A NON-DOMINATED SORTING COOPERATIVE CO-EVOLUTIONARY DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM
This section proposes a non-dominated sorting cooperative co-evolutionary differential evolution algorithm (NSCCDE for short) for multi-objective layout optimization problem of satellite module. Section A introduces the main research points of MOCCEAs. The framework of NSCCDE is described in Section B. The collaboration mechanism of NSCCDE is described in Section C and self-evolution of the external archive is described in Section D.
A. MAIN RESEARCH POINTS OF MOCCEAS
In MOCCEAs, each subpopulation optimizes a subset of the decision variables, and it is equal to the corresponding subproblem. In the most case, the subpopulation is looking for the approximate Pareto front of subproblem. The studies of MOCCEAs mainly focus on the following aspects.
1) COLLABORATION MECHANISM
In single objective CCEAs, solutions of a subproblem general need to combines with representative solutions of other subproblems to form a complete solution to evaluate; we call it collaboration mechanism. In MOCCEAs, some solutions may be the non-dominated relation to each other in a subpopulation, so it is unable to choose the only optimal solution as representative. How to choose the representative solutions of subproblems is crucial in MOCCEAs. Without such a mechanism, high-quality solutions of problem are easy to lose because weak components are participated in the combination of complete solutions.
2) RANK ASSIGNMENT METHOD
In MOCCEAs, the non-dominated rank is used to determine the quality of solutions in subpopulation after evaluation, instead of the fitness value in single objective CCEAs. Now many nondominated sorting methods are available, such as the efficient nondominated sort (NES) [25] . Without this mechanism, the selective pressure will decreases, leading to too much exploration and not enough exploitation, thus reduce speed and efficiency of co-evolution [19] .
3) ELITISM MECHANISM
In single objective CCEAs, the goal is to find the only optimal solution and preserve it in each generation. However, in MOCCEAs, the goal is to find the Pareto optimal solutions set and keep them found so far in each generation. Two common ways are (µ + λ) strategy [26] and archive method [27] .
4) DIVERSITY STRATEGY
In MOCCEAs, the output of Pareto optimal solutions set general has a constant size, which can be configured according to the required number of solutions. Once the number of non-dominated solutions exceeds the maximum size, the excess is deleted to keep the fixed size and diversity of nondominated solutions [15] . How to select the individuals to remove in non-dominated solutions? Crowding distance [13] and niching strategy [28] are the common methods. In this paper, the proposed NSCCDE is based on NSCCGA, but has significant different. NSCCDE proposes a new collaboration mechanism, and uses different elitism mechanism, diversity strategy, and core algorithm (DE) from NSCCGA. It is noteworthy that the Pareto optimal solutions set in NSCCGA are obtained in a decentralized way [21] , which can be considered as a direct combination of subproblems, and may lose accuracy in layout optimization problems. 
B. THE NON-DOMINATED SORTING COOPERATIVE CO-EVOLUTIONARY DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM
According to the layout optimization problem of satellite module, this paper presents an improved multi-objective cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm based on NSCCGA. The flowchart of NSCCDE is shown in Fig. 1 . The NSCCDE begins with a randomly initialized population, which is decomposed to some subproblems according to the bearing surface of the satellite module. Each subproblem is responsible for the layout scheme of components in the same bearing surface, and each subpopulation co-evolves the satellite module layout problem.
In the first generation of NSCCDE, all candidate solutions of problem are evaluated. A non-dominated rank and crowding distance are calculated based on fitness. Then elite solutions are chosen by sorting rank and crowding distance to store in the external archive. After the first generation, each subpopulation evolves independently based on problem decomposition and generates the child subpopulation.
The solutions of subproblem(subpopulation) is combined with the collaborator in the external archive, which has the best rank and crowding distance, to form complete solution and evaluate. In NSCCDE, the complete solutions formed by subpopulation and the collaborator are directly compared with the complete solutions in external archive. Then the subpopulation and external archive is updated based on nondominated relationship. If a new formed complete solution is kept in the external archive after updating, its corresponding component in the child subpopulation is selected into the next generation; otherwise the mapped individual in the parent subpopulation is selected into the next generation. This mechanism contributes to update external archive continuously and speed up the convergence. The external archive also evolves itself through spatial dispersal and mutation operation inspired to increase the diversity of Pareto optimal solutions. Finally, the Pareto optimal solutions in the external archive are output. The self-evolution of the external archive is described in more detail in Section D.
The pseudo code of NSCCDE is shown as follows.
P t i ←DecomposeProblem ( ) 8: end for 9: while not StoppingCriterion ( ) do 10:
Q t i ←DEoperations (P t i ) //Generate child subpopulation 12:
BI ←Select (P t E ) //Select collaborator in external archive 13: The collaboration mechanism is the combination of a subpopulation with representatives (we call it collaborator) of other subpopulations to form complete solutions. It is mainly used to evaluate the individuals of the subpopulation in the cooperative co-evolutionary framework. This paper proposes a new collaboration mechanism, which uses a complete solution in the external archive as the collaborator instead of the partial solutions in every subpopulation. In NSCCDE, the collaborator is a complete solution has the best nondominated rank and crowding distance in the external archive. This collaboration mechanism avoids the combination of non-dominate individuals in each subpopulation to reduce the computational complexity of the non-dominated sorting in subpopulations.
A Pareto optimal solution in the external archive is selected to be the collaborator, which is made copies equal to population size. Then the corresponding gene segments of the collaboration population are replaced by current subpopulation to form complete solutions. The non-dominated sorting operation is applied to these complete solutions and updates the external archive. Once the number of non-dominated solutions in external archive exceeds the constant size, the excess is deleted based on the crowding distance. If the number of non-dominated solutions is less than the size, some dominated solutions are preserved based on the results of nondominated sorting.
D. SELF-EVOLUTION OF THE ARCHIVE
As mentioned above, after each evolution of subproblems, the external archive makes its evolution, which we called selfevolution. The self-evolution of external archive includes a spatial dispersal and mutation operation inspired from invasive weed optimization (IWO) [29] , to increase the diversity and distribution of non-dominated solutions. The spatial dispersal and mutation operations describe as follows.
The purpose of the spatial dispersal process is to realize the expansion of non-dominated solutions in the external archive. This study modifies the formula in [29] to achieve the multi-objective spatial dispersal. In this formula, the value of the non-dominated rank is used to determine the copied number, instead of the fitness value. The copied number of the non-dominated solution in the external archive is linear in growth based on its non-dominated rank. In the spatial dispersal process, the non-dominated rank is also called the sequence value. The smaller the sequence value is, the better the solution is, and the more copies of this solution. For the range of the sequence value 1∼ r max , the solution with r = 1 are in the Pareto optimal front, and the individuals with r = 2 are in the second front, and so on.
Suppose the sequence value of the i-th solution in the archive is r i , the copied number of this solution is s(i). The formula is shown as follows:
Where S max and S min are the limit of the seeds, which represent the upper and lower limits of the copied numbers respectively, and r max represents the max value of the sequence value.
The population size of the external archive has expanded after the spatial dispersal, and then a mutation operation is performed to increase the diversity. The mutation operation is the same as the mutation operator of subpopulation, but the operation object is complete solutions in the external archive. After the spatial dispersal operation and mutation operation, the archive updates again.
It should be noted that the non-dominated sorting is applied in the external archive in NSCCDE, except for the first generation. In addition, the operation objects of the nondominated sorting are the complete solutions, instead of the individuals in subpopulations. This change can reduce the computational complexity of the multi-objective cooperative co-evolution algorithm and improve the computation efficiency. 
III. THE SIMPLIFIED SATELLITE MODULE LAYOUT CASE
As with the background of the large satellites, this study constructs a satellite module layout case based on the simplified international communication satellite case [30] . This satellite module layout was first proposed by Zhang et al. [31] , and solved as a single-objective optimization problem. In this problem, we considered a set of independent components X = {X i |i ∈ I = 1, 2, . . . , N }, which were the layout on the supporting surfaces of the satellite, where N was the number of components. The design variable of the ith component was X i = {x i , y i , z i , α i |S}, where x i , y i , z i was the centroid coordinate, α i was the angle between the long side of the cuboid's bottom surface and the x-axis, while S was the serial number of supporting surfaces. In this case, α i = 0, namely, all the cuboids were orthogonal in layout. The structure scheme of the multi-cabin satellite is shown in Fig. 2 , where oxyz is the reference coordinate system and o x y z is the coordinate system of satellite module.
The multi-objective optimization model is shown as follows:
Where F(X ) represents three objective functions of the satellite module layout problem, F u (X ) is the uth objective function and u = 1, 2, 3, which represents the rotational inertia, inertia angle and centroid distance, respectively.
Where J x (X ), J y (X ), J z (X ) are the rotational inertias of the x , y , z axis in the coordinate system, respectively. θ x (X ), θ y (X ) and θ z (X ) are the angles between principal axis of inertia and the x , y , z axes, respectively. X c = {x c , y c , z c } is the calculating centroid of the multi-cabin satellite, X h = {x h , y h , z h } is the expectation centroid of the satellite module. The formulas of rotational inertias of each axis are as follows:
Where J x i , J y i and J z i are rotational inertias of each component itself, in which the formulas of the cylinder and cuboid components are different. The formulas of the rotational inertias of the cylinder components are as follows:
The formulas of rotational inertias of cuboid components are as follows:
The formulas for calculating centroids are as follows:
The formulas of inertia angles are as follows:
Where J x y (X ), J x z (X ) and J y z (X ) are the products of inertia, the formulas are as follows: 
The non-interference constraint is shown as follows:
Where V ij (X ) is the sum interference volume of any two components, iandj, as well as any one component, i , and the inner surface of the satellite module (container), i = 0, represents the satellite shell, i = j, i, j ∈ N . The geometry size of satellite shell and components can be seen in [30] and [8] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section contains details about our experimentation settings and results. The configuration of the algorithms is described in Section A. The requirements of the satellite module layout are described in Section B. The metrics of performance is detailed in Section C. Finally, the results and discussion are summarized in Section D.
All algorithms in this study have been implemented in Matlab, which includes NSCCDE, NSCCGA [17] and NSGA-II [13] . All the calculations were processed using a PC with Windows 7, the CPU was an Inter(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo T9300@2.50GHz 2.50GHz, with 2GB of memory.
A. CONFIGURATION OF ALGORITHMS
The setting of NSCCDE and NSCCGA are shown as follows. The population of NSCCDE and NSCCGA was decomposed into eight subpopulations based on subproblems and the size of each subpopulation was 200. In NSCCDE, the population size of the external archive was 200, the limit of the seeds in the spatial dispersal were S max = 6 and S min = 1. The core algorithm in NSCCDE adopted DE/rand/1/exp strategy, the mutation factor was 0.5 and the crossover factor was 0.7. The setting of the core algorithm in NSCCGA was the same as for NSGA-II. The systematic iteration number of NSCCDE and NSCCGA was 25. The iteration number of the core algorithms in each sub-system was 50 and the total evaluation time was 10000.
For the NSGA-II, the setting was adopted from the standard NSGA-II [13] . The population size was 200 and the total evaluation time was 10000. It is noteworthy that the non-dominated sorting of three algorithms was all the same as NSGA-II.
B. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
This satellite module was composed of eight bearing surfaces and had 120 components, which includes 72 cylinders and 48 cuboids. The number of decision variables was 288. All components were required to be arranged on each surface and the cuboids were orthogonally arranged.
The layout scheme should satisfy the following design requirements.
1) ROTATIONAL INERTIAS
The sum of the absolute value I = |J x (X )| + J y (X ) + J z (X ) for the tri-axial rotational inertias is less than the allowable values, 2030kg · m 2 .
2) INERTIA ANGLE
The sum of the absolute value θ = |θ x (X )| + θ y (X ) + θ z (X ) for the inertia angle of the three coordinate axes x, y, z in oxyz is less than the allowable values, 0.09 rad.
3) CENTROID DISTANCE
The absolute value of the distance between the expected centroid and calculating centroid (centroid distance) X = |X h − X c | is less than the allowable values, 6 mm.
4) NON-INTERFERENCE CONSTRAINT
To ensure that the non-interference constraints, including each component, does not interfere with each other, and the components do not interfere with the internal surface of the satellite module.
C. METRICS OF PERFORMANCE
In this paper, the multi-objective optimization problem has three objectives, and we employ three performance indicators, which are widely applied in the multi-objective literature. The three performance indicators are defined as follows [21] :
1) THE CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
Generation Distance (GD) is the average distance from the results of the Pareto optimal solution set to the true Pareto optimal front. The smaller the value of GD, the better the convergence with the Pareto optimal front. GD reflects the exploitation ability of the algorithms.
Where n is the number of solutions of the obtained Pareto front, d i , is the minimum value of the Euclidean distance between the obtained Pareto front and the real Pareto front.
2) THE DISTRIBUTED PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
Spacing (SP) measures the distribution of the Pareto optimal solution set. The smaller the value of SP, the more uniform the solution on the obtained Pareto front. SP reflects the ability to maintain the diversity of the algorithms.
. . , n, n is the number of individuals in the solution set, m is the number of objective functions and d is the mean of d i .
3) THE DISPERSION PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
Maximum Spread (MS) measures how well the obtained Pareto front is covered by the non-dominated solutions in it. The bigger the value of MS, the better the spread of nondominated solutions. MS reflects the ability to explore the spread of the non-dominated solutions.
Where n is the number of objectives, f max Because the true Pareto optimal front of the practical engineering problems is unknown, we integrated all the Pareto fronts of various algorithms to obtain a Pareto optimal front as the reference Pareto front (true Pareto front) for evaluation [21] .
D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Firstly, a reference basic point (RBS) [32] was taken as a reference in the solution space to analyze the Pareto optimal front. This point was a solution that meets the noninterference constraints and the allowable values of design objectives. Its rotational inertias F 1 was 2030kg · m 2 , the inertia VOLUME 5, 2017 angle F 2 was 0.09 rad and the centroid distance F 3 was 6mm, respectively. Taking a calculation of NSCCDE as an example, there were 74 non-dominated solutions of the Pareto optimal front obtained by NSCCDE meeting the design requirements, which are shown in Fig. 3 . Therein, the color of the bar chart of the centroid distance F 3 becomes deeper as it moves into the downward position, and this means that its value is smaller. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the points of the Pareto optimal front are on the bottom-left of the RBS, and have a deeper color than the RBS. This shows that the Pareto optimal solutions obtained by NSCCDE satisfy the design requirements.
The three objectives of the Pareto front can be seen in Fig. 3 and Table I . It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the optimal F 1 and F 2 are located at both sides of the Pareto front. Furthermore, the optimal F 3 is in the middle of the bottom. It illustrates that the obtained Pareto front had a balanced distribution and accorded with the character of the usual multiobjective optimization problems. An equilibrium solution of the three objectives was selected for using in the engineering based on practical experiences (the selected optimal Pareto solution, SOPS). The 2D and 3D layout simulation of the SOPS solutions can be seen in Fig. 4 .
The computing results of NSCCDE, NSCCGA [17] and NSGA-II [13] are compared in the following contents. The results for each algorithm with respect to each performance metric are shown in Fig. 5 , and the mean value of each performance indicator is shown in Table II . The data distribution for 50 independent runs is represented in the box plot format. Each box plot represents the statistical probability of a performance indicator. The horizontal line inside the box means the median. The upper and lower boundaries of the box are the upper and lower quartiles. The highest and the lowest line outside the box are the maximum and minimum figures. The dots outside the maximum and minimum represent the outliers. As seen in Fig. 5 and Table II , NSCCDE and NSCCGA performed well on the convergence performance indicator GD and the distribution performance indicatorSP, which shows that the Pareto optimal solutions obtained by MOCCEAs were closer to the true Pareto front. This can be explained that MOCCEAs have more advantages than MOEAs for solving large scale multi-objective optimization problems. The GD and SP of NSCCDE ranks all first. The mean value of the GD of NSCCDE was 14.93% and was 125.66% higher than NSCCGA and NSGA-II, respectively; and the mean value of SP of NSCCDE was 63.18% and 120.43% higher than NSCCGA and NSGA-II respectively.
TheGD, SP and MS of NSCCDE are all better than NSCCGA, although they have the same decomposition of population. The difference between NSCCDE and NSCCGA mainly includes the following aspects: (1) in the collaboration mechanism, the collaborator in NSCCDE is a complete solution directly selected from the external archive, instead of combining with individuals in each subpopulation in NSCCGA. (2) The rank assignment method of NSCCDE and NSCCGA is the same non-dominated sorting, but the operation objectives are different. The non-dominated rank in NSCCDE is assigned to the complete solutions in the external archive, instead of the individuals in each subpopulation in NSCCGA. (3) In elitism mechanism, NSCCDE uses the archive method, and NSCCGA adopts the (µ+λ) strategy of NSGA-II. The elitism mechanism of NSCCDE uses an external archive to store the non-dominated solutions found so far, and take part in the evolution of subpopulations. (4) NSCCDE and NSCCGA all adopt crowding distance as diversity strategy. Besides, spatial dispersal and mutation operation are applied in the external archive in NSCCDE to increase the dispersion and distribution of non-dominated solutions. These results show that the NSCCDE has better performances of GD, SP and MS than NSCCGA for satellite module layout problems.
Previous studies of MOCCEAs generally do not discuss computational efficiency (e.g., time consuming). Table III shows the time consuming statistics of three algorithms. The time consumption of NSGA-II was the least, but the three algorithms had the same level of time consumption. The main reason is that NSGA-II does not adopt the decomposition of population. However, it is difficult to obtain ideal results without decomposition of the population for large scale multiobjective layout optimization problems. The time consuming nature of NSCCDE is better than NSCCGA, mainly because the collaboration mechanism of NSCCDE does not need to compute the non-dominated rank of individuals in each subpopulation, which improves the computational efficiency.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an improved multi-objective cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm NSCCDE is proposed to solve a multi-objective layout optimization problem of satellite module. NSCCDE uses an external archive to keep elite nondominated solutions and a new collaboration mechanism to evaluate subpopulation. The complete collaborator can make better use of the beneficial parts of the Pareto optimal solution and is conducive to convergence. This is also beneficial to preserve the complete non-dominated solutions in NSCCDE, and helpful to improve the computational efficiency. The external archive also evolves itself through spatial dispersal and mutation operation to increase the diversity. Through solving a large scale satellite module multi-objective layout optimization case, the results show that NSCCDE is effective and expected to apply in other complex multi-objective layout optimization problems.
For future work, we plan to develop a new framework of multi-objective layout optimization with the higher the computational accuracy and efficiency. Another target is to make an effective use of engineering experience of humans, and make it closer to the reality of engineering applications.
